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13 August 1974

Mr. Robert T. Hartman
Counsellor to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. Hartman:
The last two years have been hard on politics and
government. Inevitably this affects attitudes of
young people. Therefore, in my opinion the national
interest would be served by a Vice President highly
attractive to young Americans. For this, among many
reasons, my overwhelming hope is the nomination of
George Bush.
Yours sincerely,

c~~P~
Professional Staff

CGP :jfs

61, OUAI D'ORSAY, PARIS 7eme, FRANCE

e

1-11-46 A KASA KA. MINATO-KU. TOKYO, JAPAN

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 15, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM: Gwen Anderson

i

Subject: Candidate for Vice President
To.m Evans, former Co-Chairman of the
Republican National Committee and
currently National Committeeman for
Delaware, came to town today hoping to
have a five minute appointment with you.
He has indicated that he wishes to discuss
the selection of the Vice Presidential
candidate.
Would you like to call him? His telephone
numbers are 302-656-0880 (evening, home)
and 302-656-4417 (day, office).
GA:sh

THE WHITE HOUSE

THE PRESIDENT

'

'

(2.)

'

'

,

..
15 August 1974

Dear Mr. President:
All Americans are most grateful for the tremendous leadership
you are giving our country. You have set precisely the proper
tone which is very much needed at this time.
I would, however, like to offer some constructive comments
relative to the Vice Presidency which you might wish to consider.
1. The method used to determine the National
Committee members preferences did not lend
itself to an objective assessment.
2. No one should campaign for the position and I
offer these thoughts only because of an active
campaign that is being conducted on George Bush 1 s
behalf which I do not believe properly reflects
Republican opinion.
3. Certainly one of the major issues confronting
our country at this time is the economy and the
related problems of inflation, unemployment, and
high interest rates. I respectfully suggest that
you need someone who can help substantively in
this area. George is great at PR but he is not as
good in substantive matters. This opinion can be
confirmed by individuals who held key positions at
the National Committee.
4. As co-chairman and operating head of the RNC
during 1971 and 1972, I was the individual on the
point with key members of the Committee to Re-elect
the President and some of the White House Staff.
We disagreed often and in some instances refused to
do things that I felt were unethical or unfair. In
early December of 1972 I spoke to the Republican
Governors at Phoenix in executive session and said
alma st to the word what you subsequently said about
CREP in March of 1974 speaking to the Midwest

•
-2-

•

Republican Conference. George Bush could have
and should have used these facts and others to widen
the gap between the Republican Party and Watergate •
5. There is merit in appointing someone who will
not run for the Presidency in future years although
this is open to debate.

I respectfully suggest that Governor Nelson Rockefeller is the
very best man you could select as Vice President.
You are very much in our prayers and whatever your decision
you can be sure of my unswerving loyalty and support.
Highest personal regards,
Sincerely,

Thomas B. Evans, Jr.
Republican National
Committeeman - Delaware
274 Delaware Trust Bldg.
Wilmington, Del. 19801
302 656-4417

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 16, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR:

AL HAIG

FROM:

JERRY

Attached is a letter from Tom Evans, former Co-Chairman
of the RNC. This is in essence an anti-Bush effort based on
the fact that as many as 19 of the National Committeemen whom
Bush polled for Vice Presidential candidates felt that they had
to support his candidacy and he (Bush) would be seeing their
recommendations.
Evans has requested a meeting with the President to discuss
this and is a Rockefeller supporter. I have had the letter
typed for easy reading and it is attached at Tab A.

15August 1974

Dear Mr. President:
All Americans are most grateful for the tremendous leadership
you are giving our country. You have set precisely the proper
tone which is very much needed at this time.
I would, however, like to offer some constructive comments
relative to the Vice Presidency which you might wish to consider.
1. The method used to determine the National
Committee members preferences did not lend
itself to an objective assessment.
2. No one should campaign for the position and I
offer these thoughts only because of an active
campaign that is being conducted on George Bush's
behalf which I do not believe properly reflects
Republican opinion.
3. Certainly one of the major issues confronting
our country at this time is the economy and the
related problems of inflation, unemployment, and
high interest rates. I respectfully suggest that
you need someone who can help substantively in
this area, George is great at PR but he is not as
good in substantive matters. This opinion can be
confirmed by individuals who held key positions at
the National Committee.
4, As co-chairman and operating head of the RNC
during 1971 and 1972, I was the individual on the
point with key members of the Committee to Re-elect
the President and some of the White House Staff.
We disagreed often and in some instances refused to
do things that I felt were unethical or unfair. In
early December of 1972 I spoke to the Republican
Governors at Phoenix in executive session and said
almost to the word what you subsequently said about
CREP in March of 1974 speaking to the Midwest
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Republican Conference. George Bush could have
and should have used these facts and others to widen
the gap between the Republican Party and Watergate.
5. There is merit in appointing someone who will
not run for the Presidency in future years although
this is open to debate.
I respectfully suggest that Governor Nelson Rockefeller is the
very best man you could select as Vice President.
You are very much in our prayers and whatever your decision
you can be sure of my unswerving loyalty and support.
Highest personal regards,
Sincerely,

Thomas B. Evans, Jr.
Republican National
Committeeman - Delaware
274 Delaware Trust Bldg.
Wilmington, Del. 19801
302 656-4417
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2. Britt Gordon, Dober Corporation, New York.
Wishes to pass on a consensus from his business comm.unity regarding
the Vice Presidency - they would be very much concerned if Rockefeller
was appointed and would much prefer Bush. Gordon's personal choice
would be Laird and feels that his background experience, etc., would
make a good team with President Ford.
,

,

JAMES HAF"F"ORD HIGGS

7226 Forsyth boul.,
ut.Louis,~o.,6310~
~ugust

10,1974.

Dear Bob:
Just a note to urge you to get your daily rest. The world
is going on regardless and I don't want to lose another
of my old friends to fatigue and a heart attack. I have
already lost too many by normal attrition.
Heard on the news , the President had requested potential
V-F names from m~mbers of the Congress. Here's one for
free from one citizen •••••••• Melvin Laird.
Reason:

Laird will pull t.ogether all but the fringes.
His reputation instills confidence and
represents stabili"ty.

Remember,mon Capitaine, take care of yourself. Say hello
to Joann for me and give my best to Roberta.
Sincerely

Robert T.Hartmann,
The White Hopse,
Washington,D.C.

LAW OFFICES
ALLAN A. HERRICK
HERSCHEL G. LANGDON
DAVID W. BELIN
CHARLES E. HARRIS
RICHARD G. LANGDON
ROBERT H. HELMICK
PHILIP C. LOVRIEN
.JOEL D. NOVAK
.JEFFREY E. LAMSON
EDGAR H. BITTLE

HERRICK, LANGDON, BELIN & HARRIS

FREDERICK C. BLACKLEDGE

300 HOME FEDERAL BUILDING

DES MOINES, IOWA 50309

AREA CODE 515
TELEPHONE
2BB-7071

August 10, 1974

DWIGHT BROOKE
COUNSEL

Mr. Robert Hartmann
The White House
Washington, D. c.
Dear Mr. Hartmann:
I am enclosing a copy of my August 10 correspondence to
President Ford.
I understand that you played an important
part in the drafting of his August 9 address, and if this is
accurate, I want to express my congratulations to you.

Sincerely_,<:;

~;/?~

JJaHfd W. Belin
DWB:cs
Encl.

'
LAW OFFICES
ALLAN A. HERRICK
HERSCHEL G. LANGDON
DAVID W. BELIN
CHARLES E. HARRIS
RICHARD G. LANGDON
ROBERT H. HELMICK
PHILIP C. LOVRIEN
.JOEL D. NOVAK
.JEFFREY E. LAMSON
EDGAR H. BITTLE
FREDERICK C. BLACKLEDGE

HERRICK, LANGDON. BELIN & HARRIS

AREA CODE SIS
TELEPHONE
288-7071

300 HOME FEDERAL BUILDING

DES MOINES, IOWA 50309

August 10, 1974
.;'

DWIGHT BROOKE
COUNSEL

The Honorable Gerald R. Ford
The President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. President:
This letter has a three-fold purpose:
First, Connie and I want to congratulate you on becoming our President.
We know you will do an outstanding job!
Second, as I have done in the past, I thought I should give you some
preliminary observations concerning your first speech immediately
I can describe it in one simple
after being sworn in as President.
word: SUPERB!
And finally, I thought you would be interested in my personal comments
concerning the name of one person whom the national media have mentioned
as being possibly considered for the important office of Vice President.
This is Governor Robert D. Ray of Iowa, whom I know both as a man and
as an effective political leader.
One of the reasons that I believe Bob Ray merits strong consideration
is that he has many of the same qualities that you have: Absolute
integrity, extremely fine relations with the working press, the respect
of his peers, a tremendous following among the voters, and last, but
surely not the least, a very lovely wif~ and family.
Equally important, I believe he has a number of very important assets
that are not shared by the other people who have been mentioned in
the national news media as being under possible consideration. Let
me state just a few of these:

The Honorable Gerald R. Ford
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August 10, 1974

Bob Ray is relatively young--only 45 years old. He is wholly untarnished from any connection with the Nixon administration. He has a
tremendous broad base of support. He has won three elections in a
row for Governor and in the 1972 election, he not only ran ahead of
President Nixon in Iowa but he carried every single one of our 99 counties.
In the most recent state-wide poll of approval ratings, Bob Ray ~howed
an 82% rating--surely this is not shared by very many Republicans prior
to August 9.
Bob Ray is pragmatic and program oriented. In part, this stems from
his background as an Iowa State Republican Chairman and a former
National Chairman of the State Chairmen.
Philosophically, Bob Ray can be categorized as middle of the road.
From your personal standpoint as well as the standpoint of the GOP, I
believe that philosophically the best possible choice would be someone
in the middle of the road to the right of Senator Percy and to the
left of Governor Reagan. I also believe there would be many advantages
in having the choice made from among the nation's governors.
Bob Ray is "Mr. Clean" in Iowa Republican politics. He is very highly
respected among the other governors and is presently serving on the
Executive Conunittee of the National Governors Conference as well as
the Executive Committee of the Republican Governors Conference. He
is also on the Executive Policy Committee of the Republican National
Conunittee.
And above all, Bob Ray is extremely hard working and capable and has
tremendous ability to work with others as well as an extremely fine
rapport with the press. For instance, I think that you could call
John Lindsey of Newsweek, Godfrey Sperling, Jr., of the Christian
Science Monitor, Loye Miller of the Knight newspapers, Tom Petit of
NBC, or Greg Wyerzinsky of the Chicago Bureau of Time, and you would
find that they all have a great deal of respect for Governor Ray. From
our conversations in the past, including my service with you on the
Warren Conunission, I know how sensitive you are to the import of the
position of Vice President. There is no doubt in my mind that Governor
Ray has the ability and personal qualities which are so important for
this vital office.
To be sure, some of the other people whose names have been mentioned
share many of thes~ qualities.

....
The Honorable Gerald R. Ford

August 10, 1974
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But if you want the rare combination of a relatively young, highly
successful, pragmatic political leader who works to get things done
by bringing people together, who would have an extremely broad base
of support within the Republican Party and within the total national
electorate, who would be a tremendous team player working in your
administration, I cannot think of any person who would fit the bill
as well as Governor Robert D. Ray.
will be calling Mrs. Leonard on Monday or Tuesday to try and arrange
for an appointment to visit with either you or someone on your staff
concerning Governor Ray, and be available to answer any questions that
might arise.
I

Again, our congratulations and best wishes and prayers for your success.

Sincer"~, C
../~tz;~-/

'!Vavid
DWB:cs
c.c.
c.c.
c.c.

Robert Hartmann
William Seidman
Philip Buchen

w.

Belin
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To

Mr. Bob Hartmann

PHONE 202 347-7762

REPLY
DATE

Counselor-to-the-President
The White House
Washington, D.
DATE

c.
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Dear Bob:
The enclosed is for your information.

Encl:
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Robert T. Hartmann
The White House
Dear :Bob:
I suppose it may be a bit presumptious to interpose my thoughts at
this juncture, but as an old StanfO'Td student, an ex-University professor,
a newspaperman and television commentator, the former Administrative
Assistant to Ted Stevens in the Senate, a political appointee in the Nixon
Administration for three years and still serving in the Ford Administration,
and a self-professed political pundit, I thought I would pass along the
following thoughts to you for any use to which you might put them. Please
excuse the typing as it is my own, but I hope this paper lays out options
from what I think are necessary premises and does not show excessive
personal bias towards any individuals.
It is my hope that the Ford Administration will be decisive, forthright,
and upstanding, and that this image will get across to the public-at-large.
The President was a breath of fresh air in his first address !efore the
Congress.
One of the first significant decisions will be the selection of the
Vice President. The President has listened thus far to a number of persons
and is seeking guidance, but it should not appear that he is being dictated
to by any factions in his choice. The Vice President must be the President's
choice. But the President seems to be covering all the bases thus far.
For what it is worth, however, I believe there is a logical progression
from which hopefully a "good" choice can be made.
Firstly, fhe President's own feelings must be sorted out. Whether or
not he will run in

1976 is a prime consideration.
.

.

\

... '

~

.....

.~

.. ..,,

2

I

Even though President Ford said in months past that he would not be
a candidate for anything in

1976, it is widely assumed that he will now run

for nomination in his own right in
for

1976. However, if he consciously says no

1976, then his decision must reflect two thoughts: (1) he has a desire

to pick a Vice President he would like to see start a quest for the
Presidential n<Mn.ination with a leg up on the rest of the field; if he has no
intentions of running in

1976, then ijis selection of a Rockefeller, a Percy,

or a Reagan or anyone else means that the person selected will have the
inside track for the GOP nomination in
not run for the GOP nomination in

1976; (2) he chooses a person who will

1976; .this may mean a Goldwater or

someone else who makes it clear he will not run in

1976; however, a

conscious decision along this line could well mean a period of simply
marking time, and it could create as much havoc as previous governments
of national unity, for example, J. Ramsay MacDonald's coalition during
the British depression of the

1930 1 s.

Moving on then by assuming that President Ford is running in

1976, or at least that if he does not run then that option will
remain mute for the moment.

In any case, the President presumably

wants to select the best man he can, a man whom he believes could
become President.

Before choosing that "best" man, the President must

figure out who is "best" for him and not for other people, unless,
of course, he plans a role for the Vice President that was assigned to that
person in the days of Garret Hobart or Thomas Marshall or Alexander
Throttlebottom.
So (1) What is the role President Ford envisiOJ;;\§ for his Vice
President?
~

·:;":

..

;.; ·:

\u~-;

to the man.

If he picks the man first then the job must be tailored

-

I think the President should carefully consider what he

expects his Vice President to do.

Does he want his Vice President to be

·...
-3
(1) a speechmaker and traveller, domestic a:nd/or international (if so,
then a good speaker with a good TV image is a/,neoessity ~ such as a
Reagan or a Rumsfeld or a Percy); (2) an executive, perhaps playing a:n
administrative role in domestic and/or foreign policy, for example
serving as head of a strong Domestic Council (probably a Governor
or former Governor has better credentials here than

~Senators

or Congress-

men -- such as a Rockefeller or an Ogilvie or Evans); (3) extensive Hill
work, meaning that in addition to presiding over the Senate, the
Vice President would carry the brunt of day-to-day Hill contact (this
is a sensitive area, witness Lyndon Johnson's Vice Presidency, but a
flexible and personable Hill product with experience in Congress the
pre-requisite -

such as a Morton or a Rhodes); (4) an alter-ego to the

President, that is, a Vice President who would almost serve as a policy
advisor or an administrative assistant or as a whi~(this means a close
friend, such as Finch was to Nixon, maybe a Laird or a Quie or a Byrnes).
In other words, mapping out what the President has in mind for the

Vice President may make his choice easier. Choosing a Rockefeller or a
Goldwater, who are vastly different personalities with vastly different
interests, means choosing a person who may or may not fit what President
gee

Ford would like to.f\the Office of the Vice President undertake. There

~

differences between a Bush and a Laird, a Scranton and a Rumsfeld, eta.,
cerebrally, persoma.lly, philosophically, and in most ways. President Ford
knows most of the contenders; do they fit
President should be?

~

conception of what the Vice

.'
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There are a number of randoa criteria that must weigh in any selection.
(1) Choosing a sitting Governor or Senator or Congressman could mean the
loss of a GOP position (either now if the successor is a Democrat or
through the elections in November). This rules out many candidates, save
for Laird, Rockefeller, Rwnsfeld, Morton, Bush, and a few others, but it
is a factor, albeit small.
(2) Choosing a Congressman means the two at the top have similar slants;
a Senator or a Governor or an ex-•••••• would mean more balance. This
consideration mitigates against House members, many of whom are not
widely known a:nyway.

(3) Strong political backing from the Party is a necessity; most contenders,
whether conservative, moderate, or liberal, have strength in the Party.
lxceptions would be a Richardson or a Goodellj a Weicker or a Percy, and,
of course, any Democrat. A Democrat could tear asunder the Party. Remember
Andrew Johnson and the Radical Republicans. Appointing a Martha Griffiths
or a Jack Marsh to a post in the Administration is a lot different than
appointing them Vice President. In fact, it is desirable to get a few
visible Democrats in the Administration. Some candidates would be anathema
IL(1....

tQ)large segments of the Party; their selection should be seenfoccasioning
excessive and unneeded intra-party squabbling. There are so many who would
not upset many Party people, why select someone who would do so?
A Richardson or a Goodell or a Weicker or a Percy would spell trouble not
only with conservatives but the strong Nixon element in the Party. A Reagan
t/)/Qr

or a Tower or even a Buckley could cause convulsions, on th9fhand, from
the left of the Party.
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Rockefeller and Goldwater are both probably unique in that their
images seem to have mellowed since 1964 and they could probably be
accepted with excessive to-do, although a Helms or the Ripon Society
respectively might gripe loudly.
There can be little doubt that a Bush or a Horton or a Taft or a
Baker or a Rumsfeld or a Scranton would be oil an any troubled waters.
None of them fan any flames. Why, when these men are available, stir up
unnecessary difficulties?

(4) Geographical balance must play a part. The President is from the
Hid-West, thereby mitigati.D. e:; against anyone f!!1om the same proximity,
althou_eh national communications now diminishes that consideration.
If the strateg'y for 1976 is to keep the South, then pick a border state
person with moderate views, or at least someone who would have scant
appeal to the Republican constituency in the South. If one thinks about
capturing the big states or the North-East, short-circuit the Democrats
with an Eastern or Western Liberal. Nichigan people (a Griffin or a
Hilliken)unfortunately are out in any case. An urban person may be more
sienificant in delibe1.'ations, for the President is not seen as a "Big G'ity"
type. This may give weight to someone like a Rockefeller.

(5) Ideological balance is at least something that political commentators
will discuss. Generally, President Ford probably represents and is seen as the
bed.rock of the Republican Party. Percy certainly represents the left of the
Party, as does Javits, Case, Hatfield, HcCloskey, and Hathias. RockefelJer,

Dan Evans, Bond, Packwood, laird, and Stevens probably represent the
slightly left of center in the Party. T'ne broad center can include many,
certainly some of those already mentioned, and probably most slightly
right of center, such as Hugh Scott, Griffin, Cook, Dole, Bush, Eaker, and,
of course, the President himself. Goldwater, Reagan, Tower, Dominick,
\!illiam Scott, Helms, Buckley, and Bob Nathias are to the right.

'
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The preceding is, naturally, very general, but I think it represents a certain
public image. The President certainly needs to weigh ideological compatibility
as ·well as ideological balance.

(6) Ethnic, perhaps religious, balance is an area that will be scrutinized
by observers.

Certain Republicans (Volpe-Italian; Javits-Jewish; Hatfield-

Baptist) are strongly identified with certain groups, although most of the
leading cn..11tenders are WASP. Some of them, such as a Hockefeller, are more
strongly identified with minorities than others. The appoinment of a Black
(and there seems to be only one candidate of consequence within the
Hepublican Party -

l~d

:Brooke) could be opportune in. that the person would

be appointed (confirmation would raise a real stin.'k) and could serve for
two years, showing that,if he did well,

a :Slack could perform creditably.

'I1his may be historic, could be couched in terms of bringing all the people
together (liberal and conservative, Black and White). However, Brooke is so
liberal (and he would have to rflf>ond to his calling uorse position than a Jackie Robinson -

he could be in a far

thentby causing dissension with

conservatives) that he could be nothing but trouble. Brooke's blackness
could be as much trouble as :Eagleton•s stability. Brooke is a liberal, and
on that basis alone, ,,:ould be devastating to conservatives. A Percy or
1

a Hatfield are unacceptable to conservatives, and they do not have the
color to overcome.

(7) :Female representation is always a thought now, but the drawbacks at
least balcmce off the assets. Anne Armstrong certainly should rate strong
consideration. But the appointment of any woman could cause tremendous
problems.
(8) The President should pick a man he knows. This familiarity and friendship
could mea_r1 a hand-in-glove relationship between the President and the Vice
President. Some contenders are only marginally acquainted with the President

'
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(Governors such as a Ray or a Holshouser, Senators such as a Brooke or
a Packwood), and they may bring unforeseen personal problems to the
relationship. President Ford. shou d be fully confident of his

~!'2. He

knows

enough of the top contenders not to r,ave to pick a person he only vaguely
knows a.ri.d hears is good.

(9) The initial shock of an announcement means a great deal. That old first
impression is still important, and everybody has their hopes riding on one
or another candidates. An unknown, such as a Qu.ie or a Stafford or a Ray (who?)
may not be goodt unless they could cut a good TV figure and are es easy to
pin the term "integrity" on as President Ford. We do not need another
Agnew -

a person the Presidential nominee only vaguely knew. President

Nixon (or George HcGovern) got into subsequent difficulties, because he·.
did not know his man, and ma.ny initial impressions of his
'.lhat does it all add up

112

were negative.

tonU??

Certain liberals (Chuck Percy, Elliot Richardson, Charles Goodell,
Lowell Weicker, Hark Hatfield, lli Brooke, Dick Schweiker, Tom McCall,
Francis Sargent, 3ill Steiger, Jake Javits, John Anderson, and Bob Packwood)
are either too liberal, too anti-Nixon, or too much the maverick, and they
uould cause undue dissent within the hard core of the Republican Party.
All of these men are too liberalt too undependable, and not good enough
team players to suit many in the center and the right of the Party.
Considered too conservative (Ronald Reagan, Jim ::9uckley, John Tower,

Jack Kemp, :Bob Hathias, Bill Scherle, Dave Treen, John Ashbrook, Ben Blackburn,
and Charles Wiggins) are people who would cause massive problems with the
left of the Republican Party, and many independents and Democrats likely to
vote Republican given the right candidate.

'
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All of the preceding names seem to have such drawbacks that, when there
are others who do not offend large segments of the Party, why select these
people??? The Repuvlican Party is fortunate in having a great wealth of
talent, and it is from the next group that can be seen as having mostly
positive affects with few negatives.
What do we have left??? The great broad center an4 some in the left or
the right who are less offensive. The list fo,,ows from left to right:
Nelson Rockefil.ler (generally regarded as an outstanding executive, a
household name)
Mel Laird (respected, tough, able)
Dan Evans (well thought of)

Bill Scranton (pleasant, popular)
Robert Taft, Jr. (sincere and well known)
Robert Stafford (dedicated, serious)
Robert Ray (popular, able)
Linwood Holton (Southerner, liberal, good image)
Jolm Love (ruggedly handsome)
Marlow Cook (tough)
George :Bush (affable, personable, from the South..;.;west)
Rogers Morton (personable, popular, and flexible)
Dick Ogilvie (reppected executive, dedicated)
Winfield Dunn (popular border sfsate governor)
Bob Dole (smooth, articulate, witty)
Barber Conable (sJtarp, studious)
Howard Baker (Watergate celebrity, good press)
Al Q;uie (earnest, dedicated)
Jim Holshouser (Southern moderate)
Jolm :Symes (knowledgeable, articulate)
William Brock (smooth)
Barry Goldwater (the Conservative deity, Mr. Integrity)
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Name identity goes to Rockefeller and Goldwater; they are household
names. Taft and Baker are well known. Dole, :Bush, Scranton, and Laird are
recognizable. The rest are nationally less recognized. Some are ve-ry
obscure figures to the general public or even to the press. Al Quie or
Barber Conable or John Byrnes are widely respected in the House or elsewhere
with those who know, but their names are not household words. There are
a number of people from outside Washington on this list. Does the President
know a Holshouser or a Ray that well?
The choice, given all the previous premises, seems to come down to the
two heavyweights first, and they are •'heavylf for different reasons:
Rockefeller and Goldwater. They seem to possess some similar assets and
problems. Goldwater is a problem to some liberals; Rockefeller to some
conservatives. :But since Ford is in the midrdle, surely his Vice President
should reach out toward the Independents and the Democrats. Rockefeller does
that in the North-Fast, Goldwater in the South. There are great arguments
about appeal, but a selection of one of these two men indicates where
President Ford figures he is weakest and needs to appeal. Unless the
President is inclined to toss away the legislative record he has created
and what he stood for and against his adult life, which is moderate
Repubtican, then he should have a slightly more liberal BUT compatible
Vice President -- or someone of the same general ilk as he is.

No one has

yet accused Ford of being a Commie. Ford is conservative in the view of
most people. He should go slightly left. Where are conservatives going to

gt if he disappoints them in his selection of a Vice President, unless he
names a totally unacceptable liberal. Conserv~es CANNOT vote for a
Kennedy or a Mondale or a McGovern; a Jackson or a Bentsen could be threats,
but they would have trouble hold.itjg onto their liberals.

...
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My own purejiy political logic seems to indD.cate

RockefeiU~er,

but he

may be too hot an item. He certainly would be the vigorous, dynamic choice
that many urban types could applaud, while the President salves the
heartland of the nation, north and south. Rockefeller was a capable
state executive, acknowledged to be a great governor. His choice would
indicate that Ford is a strong man willing to choose and work with a
strong man.

Goldwater-~

however, is the respected Grand Old Nan for

conservatives; hi.$ integrity and his calling them as he sees them are
hallmarks for many Republicans. His selection would be greeted by the guts
of the Party as a great turnabout on

1964's results. He would not be

\l..nduly castigated by the liberal press, but he certainly would put a more
conservative bent on the Ford Administration. He is a speech.maker and not
an administrator; his role would necessarily be different than a Rockefeller.
It depends on what President Ford is lookinff; for in his Vice President on
a day-to-day basis.
If both Rockefeller and Goldwater ate too hot to handle, then the next
best candidates are appealing because none of them are as liberal as
Rockefeller or as conservative as Goldwater or as antagonistic to many
elements of the Party. Besides, Rockefeller may be more valuable as Secretary
of Defense or Secretary of Irn.'1, while Goldwater may be more valuable in the
Senate as the Conservative Conscience.
The next five men are all well known to the President. None have a:ny
particularly overwhelming drawbacks. All are moderate, slightly left or
right of center. None would alienate many people, particularly the Nixonites
or most GOP liberals or GOP conservatives.
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3ob Taft, Jr.

~

famous name, solid BUT a little dull, not glamorous,
from the Hid-West, and a sittine: Senator uith a Democratic
Governor.

Eill Scranton

~

pop1.tlar Pennsylvania Governor in his time, universally
respected as a decent r:;i.1y BUT ::;flittle diffident, has Cli.
reputation as beinz indecisive at times, and out of the
limelight for years.

Don RtLrrisfeld -

telegenic, articulate BUT from the Hid-West, a reputation of
being slightly arrogant, and not too well known.

Howard :Saker -

border state moderate :·Jith a well l-mo·,m and positive
J3UT too short and some pro-Hixonites may be a little peeved
at him.

George Bush

This

telegenic and personaitia, from the South-West with an Eastern
heritage BUT identified with the Party organization, accused
of a lack of prof...,.ndity, and seems to be everygody•s second
or third choice, which may indicate a lack of real ehthusiasm
for him ..

very much a ca~sule version (not emphasizing the Bush or Rummy

experience in foreig:n affairs, the Taft orientation to domestic social ills,
the Bush backgTound in oil, their personalities, etc.), but I think it does
indicate that these men are possessing many pluses, and you really have to
search to find many negatives, and the negatives are only in a few minds.
I would think there is n~11eed to move beyond these five. One of them can

certainly fit the bill. However, M:el Laird is such a shrewd, re:::p ected
fie;ure that he mic:ht warrant serious consideration; his A-3omb head though
is not a great public image as cartoonists would continue to have a field
day. Laird might better serve as the head of a strong Domestic Council or
the Secretary of HEW. Rogers Horton too is a thought; he is friendly, fJopular,

and flexible, but his health problems are a neeative.
'.i'hy

co

further?!'? The remaining viable peo:l)le, particularly the

Governors or ex-••••••• (Dunn, b'vans, Ray, Ogilvie, Holshouser, Holton, 2.nd
;itove), Pres:l.dent Ford knows less well, and the Senators (Brock, Stafford,
Cook, and Dole) have various drawbacks putt:L.11.g them behind Senators Taft and
:Saker. Cono.crressmen Conable, '-l°uie, and :Byrnes (the latter two from the Hid'dest) are unkno1ms.
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So why go beyond such talent as the first six or seven??? You have
liberals and conswrvatives, as well as moderates. Surely one of them can
be the "best" one. President Ford knows all of them well.
The logic-building en-route to reaching a major decision is sometimes
easy, although it can be criticized; all one has to do is to lay out the
options, from a variety of viewpoints. I have not been that successful in
being thorough for~ of brevity. Nevrtheless, the final selection in a:ny
case is subjective. That should be up to the man who has to live most with
the choice. That is why I think any one of the eight (Rockefeller, Goldwater,
Taft, Scranton, Rumsfeld, :Baker, :Bush, and Laird) would be an acceptable
choice to most Republicans -

and Democrats across the country. It would be

presumptious of me to rank these eight, but I hope that I have laid out
a case, albeit brief, for the selection of one of the preceding eight
individ~ls.

I have confidence hhat President Ford will select the "best"

man, because it is going to be his "best" man and no one else -

except the

American people. All of the preceding eight would be acceptable would be

2:c:)

motB

acceptable to most of the American people, for one or/reasons.
Others have seen this write-up, but I hmpe that you will see some use
in it for yourself to use in a:ny way you see fit. The best wishes to you in
your new responsibilities.

Acting Associate Director
Office of Program Review
Office of Economic
Opportunity.

uguat 14, 1914

Preaident ot the United Statea
te Houae
ahingtcn,

D.c.

• Preaiden.ta

Dear

Thia letter c<aea to you with our intereat in the aelectlon
ot the Vice Pruident ~ the United Statea.
That individual ehould be an ettective reconcil tion agent,
capable ot belping 70\l put the naticn together. The
.tollowing indirtduala nave demonatrated their aenait1v1~
1n llinori~ peopl•'• problema. Tbe7 bave apparentq
developed to a tunctional level ot bua1neaa capacity tor
taking care ot the people they represent with reapect to

all Americana.

There.tore we recomend that you select cne o.t the tollowing:
Honorable Oeorge Buh

Hcmorable Belacm Rocke.teller
Hcnor&ble Edward Brooke
Hcnorable Daniel Evana
Sincerely,
Foreat Haailton
Bohall lnduatriea, Inc.

Pff/.11
CCI

Hcaorable Hugh Scott
Hon !>le Edward Brooke
Hello bl• Bob Hartman

Honorable Arthur Pletcher

'

